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Customer Experience Masterclass 
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§ Introduction in Customer experience (CX) - Ian
§ CX frameworks - Ian
§ CX: where to start - Marleen 
§ Q&A/ networking - Marleen

Start 08.30 Q&A 09.15 End 09.30 (UAE timezone)

Agenda



Introductions
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Marleen van Wijk
CX Consultant/ Managing Director 

NeCXus with 17,5 years experience in 
CX, marketing and management roles

Ian Golding
Independent Customer Experience 

Specialist & CX Professional



Introduction in Customer Experience



The Evolution of Customer Experience
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Customer service

is the assistance and 
advice provided by a 

company to those 
people who buy or use 
its products or services

Customer Experience (CX)

is the sum of all experiences a 
customer has with a supplier of 
goods and/or services, over the 
duration of their relationship with 

that supplier. This can include 
awareness, discovery, attraction, 

interaction, purchase, use, 
cultivation and advocacy

Customer Centricity

Putting customers at the heart 
of everything you do will lead 

to increased customer 
satisfaction and loyalty, which 

will ultimately lead to an 
increase in profitability

What is Customer Experience?

It is important to distinguish between Customer Service, Customer Experience 
and Customer Centricity



The Three Core Elements Of An Experience

Emotional

Functional Accessible



Evolutionary Phases of Customer Experience



CX Frameworks



What is a Framework and why do we need it?



Many Frameworks Exist…





CX: Where to start?



Kick of with understanding your CX maturity baseline

1. Orientation: desk and field 
research

2. Conclude findings: in the 
structure of the CX 
framework

3. Assessment of maturity
4. Recommendations: to 

increase maturity and for a 
realistic ambition

Why a maturity scan? You need to have a starting point to define a clear and
realistic ambition



Governance and
organization

Culture and HR program

Pe
op
le/
C…

Str
ate
gy

Example of the assessment based on the CX Framework
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People

Strategy 

Measure-
ment

Customer 
Strategy

Customer persona’s Desired customer experience Everyone knows role in 
delivery of desired journey

ImprovementNPS Measurement
house 

Training and CX 
knowledge level

Reward plan

As-is
Customer journeys

To-be Customer 
journeys



Make sure you and your stakeholders speak the same language 

1. Educate your teams: CX Masterclasses (online and face to face)
2. Educate your leadership: CX Leadership Masterclass (online and face to face)
3. Individual learning: become a CCXP, coaching online 



1. There is no end to CX, it is an infinite way of running your 
organization

2. You cannot create outstanding customer experiences just by 
yourself

3. Executive buy-in is vital to succeed

4. Do not assume, act upon facts 

5. You cannot rush transformation

5 TopTips about CX that are key to know before you start



Q&A



Please add us to
Linkedin, also for
our contact 
details:

Marleen van Wijk
Ian Golding



NE US
customer focus


